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Robert Caro and His Critics: The Power Broker: Robert Moses and the Fall 

of New York 

Like Boswell's life of Johnson, I suspect that future generations· 

notion of Robert Moses wi 11 come from Robert Caro's The Power Broker: 

Robert Moses and the Fall of New York. The book is such an extraordinary 

tour de force, it is likely to eclipse whatever else is written about Moses, 

at least for the next generation of urban historians, city planners and 

general readers. It is, warts and all, the record, at least the most 

accessible record on Robert Moses. And who, hefting the twelve hundred 

plus page tome would dare to attempt another serious study of Robert 

Moses, at least one that encompasses the scope of Caro's 1974 

publication? 

Because it is, at least for now, the record, it is important to assess 

critically the book. How did critics, both the specialists and the 

non-specialists react to Caro's epic? And fourteen years later, how in the 

view of urban specialists did The Power Broker fare? 

Virtua11y all the critics, Moses himself excepted, were awed by the 

book. Its very scope commanded respect if not reverence. But almost all, 

particularly the specialists, were deeply troubled as well. 

Perhaps historian Richard Wade expressed his reservations most 

succinctly: there were serious problems with methodology. Evidence was 

a rea 1 issue. There were too many anonymous sources and too much of an 



emphasis on interviews altogether. Furthermore, everyone who Wade 

spoke with who appeared in the book, none of them friendly to Moses, 

believed that he had been misrepresented. Secondly, Wade was troubled by 

a 1 ack of hi stori ca 1 oerspe.r-~ '"? ~::ro attributed Moses· success to 

personal traits, but Wade suggested that Moses was "swimming with the 

ti de of hi story". l 

The charge of inaccuracy was one leveled by many reviewers, including 

all those who had first -hand knowledge of one or more of the events 

chronicled by Caro. One of these was Dick Netzer, who, at the time of the 

book's publication was dean of the Graduate School of Public 

Administration at New Vork University. Writing in the New ReQublic, 

Netzer discusssed his own role in Mayor Lindsay's attempt to merge New 

Vork City's transportation agencies in 1966. He derides Caro for relying 

"heavily on self-serving reminiscences by the two city officials who were 

most responsible for turning the inevitable defeat (due to Rockefeller's 

lack of support) into a humiliating debacle." 2 

August Heckscher, one-time Commissioner of Parks for New Vork 

City, despite his fa sci nation for the book, a 1 so criticized Caro. "On 

matters with which a reader happens to be familiar small but annoying 

factual inaccuracies occur." 3 

The argument that The Power Broker lacked historical perspective, 

made by Richard Wade, was also a major theme of .Jane Holtz Kay's review 

in The Nation. Kay asked, How does Caro's case against Moses "stand up 
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against the rest of the country"? She answered: 

Look around. For if we hold to this Moses-centered 

view of the destruction of New Vork, how do we account 

for the same anti-urban, ant i-b 1 ack, carmani c, bull dozer 

mentality throughout the United States? Moses moy hove 

done o 'better· job on New York thon the other ravagers. 

But lacking a Moses, many other places went "his" woy. 

And hod the 011thor gone beyond the provinciol foct1s of 

.NerY Yor).~. his ont I-hero miglJt l1ove oppeored o rot her less 

potent /lroJ:er 4 

Jack Chatfield, writing in the National Review leveled similar charges. 

"I believe", Chatfield wrote, "that Caro is not careful enough about his 

sources. In hi stori ca 1 research, extensive i ntervi ewi ng usuo 11 y creates 

some doubt and confusion, and o writer's 1 anguoge reflects this ... 5 

And on the matter of historical perspective, Chatfield wrote, "Caro does 

not consider Moses· career as part of the social and intellectual history of 

the American Dream .... Caro tries to tell the story of o life by wrenchlng it 

free from the times." 6 

The popular press, those catering to a general readership, were kinder 

to Caro. Peter S. Prescott, writing in Newsweek ,_a publication that Caro 

once worked for cheered that "Caro combines the research of a historion 
' 

with the florid prose of an investigative journalist." 7 He did comment 

on the extraordinary length of The Power Broker: "Coro," he wrote, "takes 
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nearly the same space to tell us about the fall of New York that Tolstoy 

took to tell us about war and peace." 8 

l""'t-1111p Herrera, reviewing The Power Broker for Time also made 

reference to Tolstoy: 

Can New York's master builder Robert Moses really 

be worth reading about in a tome longer than War and 

Peace ? The astonishing answer in an age when doorstop 

books have become a plague, is yes - emphatically yes.9 

Anthony Wolff, who reviewed The Power Broker for The Saturday 

Review intoned, 

The hot books these days are not soft-core porn 

but hard-core civics; power is the new all-American 

aphrodisiac. We've had the Pentagon papers, the Water

gate documents, The Best and the Brightest and All the 

President's Men. But this book, The Power Broker: Robert 

Moses and the Fall of New Vork, is certainly the biggest 

and arguably the best yet, a feast to satisfy even the 

most prurient interest. 10 

The review that was most critical, but arguably said the least, was 

written by Robert Moses himself. It was a rebuttal of both the book and a 
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four-part Profile · that appeored in the New Vorker in July and August, 

1974. 11 Moses critique, just 3500 words, was written, he said, against 

the advice of c I ose friends, most of whom advised him to say nothing. 12 

Moses too criticized methodology and, in a sense, a lack of historical 

perspective. Most 1 y, he engaged in name ca 11 i ng of a rather creative turn. 

He criticized his critics: "any ersatz bagel and lox boardwalk merchant, 

any down to earth commentator or barfly, any busy housewife who gets her 

expertise from newspapers, television, radio and telephone, .. 13 and more 

spiritly, "left wingers, fanatical environmentalists and seasonal Walden 

Ponders." 14 At another point he referred to them as "keyhole snoopers, 

dirt dishers, gossips and embittered bums trying to get hunk on someone 

they dislike. 15 

Women were singled out for special rebuke ."The stink bombs of some 

lady critics don't suffocate us," he wrote. 16 But,he added, "wild horses 

would not drag from me the names of these representatives of the not 

always fair sex." 17 

Moses most staunch defense, however, involved a woman: 

Among persona 1, nasty·, fa 1 se, venomous and vi ndi ct i ve 

canards is one that I was romantically linked with Mrs. Ruth 

Pratt, our first Congresswoman, and that as a result my wife 

took sick became al coho 1 i c and a rec 1 use, that I vi rtua 11 Y 
·' 

abandoned her, joined some kind of foursome and took a lady 
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who subsequent 1 y became my wife to Florida. My companion 

on the short Florida vacation was my 1jaughter .Jane. \.Yith 

respect to my family life, the author's innuendos are wholly 

untrue and scurri 1 ous. 18 

Fourteen years 1 at er, I asked Caro if he st i 11 be 1 i eved that the story of the 

affair with Ruth Pratt was true. "Of course, it's true," he answered. Caro 

went or.~: -= ~:; ~. h at Moses had many affairs, but Caro omitted them from 

The Power Broker because they were not relevant to the story. 19 

Moses cites Caro for other factual errors, if indeed these are errors. 

Moses wrote that he never called Mayor LaGuardia any of the 

names that Caro maliciously mentioned although he conceded that he did 

say LaGuardia reminded him of Rigoletto.20 Moses also challenged what he 

called Caro's "exhuberant Oriental fantasies" 21 of Moses· style of work. 

The magnificent car that Caro described, Moses corrected, was his 

mother's old Marmon, worth under a thousand dollars. 22 Similarly, Moses 

wrote, the yachts were secondhand acquisitions, bought for a fraction of 

their worth. He added that, "the magnificent meals dreamed up by Caro 

were cooked on sternos.'·23 These are some of "hundreds of careless 

errors," 24 Moses accused, but he cited just a few. 

Moses too questioned Caro's sources, specifically Moses· dead brother 

who, for Caro was a source for "dirt and misinformation."25 Moses noted 

Caro·s praise of two reporters, Gleason and Clark of the Scripps-Howard 
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press 26 who, Moses said, "were fired in disgrace after being forced to 

admit that they had fabricated a part i cul arl y vicious housing story.'·27 

Caro, Moses charged, "accepted as gospel yarns spun by Elwood M. Rabenold, 

once a West Side legislator ... 28 Moses related that he told Caro that 

Rabenold, once charged by Moses of wheeling and dealing over the 

Palisades, was sent to Sing Sing for three years and disbarred from 

practicing law in Mew Vork for stealing from an incompetent old lady who 

he represented as counsel.29 Regarding other sources Moses wrote, "There 

is no reliable evidence to be obtained from a few landowner malcontents 

who profited less than they expected from our improvements ... 30 

Moses too, reminiscent of Richard Wade and others, wondered at the 

underlying perspective of the author: "The biography tries to prove that I 

was a good boy who fell from grace, became a politician and mistreated 

the poor," 31 or elsewhere, "The author's thesis is that I was once a 

pilgrim who made progress, fell among charlatans, lost his inspiration and 

never reached the Celestial City."32 

Moses· critique is revealing of Moses at severo 1 turns, and perhaps best 

speaks to the veracity of Caro 's portrait. Moses wrote of the "hints that 

my associates and I were not always ultra refined in our actions. They 

complain that we have not fallowed the Marquis of Queensberry rules. "33 

Thi s Moses did not deny and added, "As the city folk ride into the open 

country, we shall, I trust, be f orgi ven."34 Moses then quoted Leo Durocher 
. . h .. 35 

who he called "one of our own distinguished Amencan ph1losop ers. 

Moses reminded his readers of Durocher's nice guys finish last quote. At 

another point he wrote, " I raise my stein to the builder who can remove 
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ghettos without moving peop 1 e as I hoil the chef who con make ome l els 

without breaking eggs.36 He does 1jef end himself ogoinst Cora's sharpest 

criticism: "Ninety-eight percent of the ghetto folk we moved were given 

immeosurably better living places at unprecedented cost."37 At another 

juncture Moses wos reminded of o quip attributed to o "deported 

stotesman": .. Enemies - I have no enemies. I buried all those bastards 

long ago." 38 And he dismissed Frank Lloyd Wright's comparison of 

himself os o skylark to Moses os o blind night crawler to "just o quaint bit 

of Celtic humor:·39 

With some yeors elapsed between publication of The Power Broker and 

todoy, how did the book stand up to the passage of time? Severeil urbon 

specialists were asked this question and the results were interesting. 

Professor Kenneth Jackson of Columbia University is a great admirer 

of the book. He calls The Power Broker "the single most important book on 

twentieth century urban history ever written." 4o Jackson said that he 

learned more from the Moses biography than ony book he ever read. It is o 

book that he almost always assigns to students, and this was true when he 

was teaching in California as well as when he is in New Vork. But Kenneth 

Jockson's enthusiosm for the book is tempered by some criticisms. He 

shares the opinion voiced by many that the book is extreme 1 y repetitious. 

Jackson also noted that prior to Moses, about one in five users of public 

transportation in the United States was in New Vork City; after Moses, the 

figure was one in three. This hardly supports the notion that Moses was 

responsible for the destruction of public tronsportotion as Coro seems to 
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suggest. Furthermore, Jackson says, Caro ignored broad trends in history. 

Moses· era clearly favored the automobile; he could not have done as much 

for public transportation during his ascendancy. Jackson concludes, 

nevertheless, that Robert Moses was a more attractive figure than Caro 

suggested. There are alternative exp 1 anat ions for many of the specific 

charges that Caro 1eve1 ed against Moses, for examp 1 e not building parks in 

Harlem or building Long Island bridges too low to accomodate buses. 

While Kenneth Jackson nearly always ass~gns The Power Broker to his 

students, Professor Jon Peterson, an urban historian from Queens College 

of the City University of New Vork, never does. 41 It is not that he does 

not find the book useful - his special interest in the history of Queens 

County makes the book important to him - but the extraordinary length of 

The Po¥,1er Br~ '·": - 1-eeps him from assigning it in c 1 ass. Peterson noted 

that he does not share the anti - automobile bi as th et underlies Caro's 

study. 

Deborah S. Gardner, Director of the Center for the Study of Women in 

Business, Baruch College, of the City University of New Vork, has used The 

Power Broker successfully with graduate students who respond well to the 

drama of the book. Her own view is that subsequent readings of the book 

reveal Caro's one-sidedness but she still marvels at its detail . Because , 

of its great length, she said, "historians take pride in finishing it." 42 

d •t .. 43 
Gardner concluded that "the city looks very different after you rea 1 · 
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Richard Wade of the City University of New Vork Graduate Center 

assigns Caro's bi ogniphy of Moses in his urban hi story seminar precise 1 y 

because he disagrees with it. (For the same reason he a 1 ways assigns .Jane 

Jacobs and Lewis Mumford.) Wade's ori gi na 1 objections to The Power 

Broker, lack of historical perspective and questionable evidence, still 

trouble him. Wade had discussed the issue of evidence with Caro and had 
J 

suggested that Caro might a 11 ay some of this criticism if Caro deposited 

records of his interviews in a university library , perhaps Columbia 

University, where scholars might assess the records for themselves. Caro 

reportedly responded to Wade that his idea was a good one, but, inf act, did 

not follow through on Wade's suggestion. 44 When I asked Caro about the 

conversation with Wade, he said that he did not recall it. I told Caro that 

it was over cocktails many years ago, according to Wade.45 

It is Wade's opinion that Caro was interested, not in cities, but in 

power. Caro's biography of Lyndon Johnson shows that, he said. Caro 

agreed that he is interested in power, specifically "how political power 

shapes our lives." 46 Caro, Wade noted, grossly overestimated Moses· 

power in New Vorl< City, but interestingly, underestimated his power in the 

rest of the state. Wade predicted that within a decade, there would be a 

better biography of Robert Moses than The Power Broker , noting that 

already shorter studies were appearing that were at variance with Caro on 

key issues. 47 

Whether or not another biography of Robert Moses will hold the same 

fascination for readers and eclipse the impact of The Power Broker is 8 
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subject for future study. It might very well be that a series of 

monographs wi 11 successfully challenge Caro·s biography of Moses on 

specific issues, but for the general reader, at least, Caro 's account of 

Moses, however fl awed, wi 11 remain the record. 

This study was supported in part by a grnnt from the National Endowment 

for the Humanities. 
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